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Recently Internet of Things (IoT) has raised as an important research area that combines the environmental
sensing and machine learning capabilities to flourish the concept of smart spaces, in which intelligent and
customized services can be provided to users in a smart manner. In smart spaces, one fundamental service that
needs to be provided is accurate and unobtrusive user identification. In this work, to address this challenge we
propose a Gait Recognition as a Service (GRaaS) model, which is an instantiation of the traditional Sensing as
a Service (S2aaS) model, and is specially deigned for user identification using gait in smart spaces. To illustrate
the idea, a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) based gait recognition service is designed and implemented
following the GRaaS concept. Novel tag selection algorithms and attention-based Long Short-Term Memory
(At-LSTM) models are designed to realize the device layer and edge layer, and achieves a robust recognition
with 96.3% accuracy. Extensive evaluations are provided, which show that the proposed service has accurate
and robust performance and has great potential to support future smart space applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, the Internet of Things (IoT) rises as an emerging computing paradigm that inter-
connects distributed sensing devices such as sensor nodes, smartphones, wearables, etc., through
various networking technologies to enable smart services that empower different applications
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in smart health [1, 2, 8, 15, 20, 27], agriculture, city management, industries, and so on. As the
advances in the sensing, communication and data processing technologies [5, 6], IoT allows people
to be connected anytime, anywhere, with anything and anyone [22]. Enabled by the vision of IoT,
the way people interact with the surrounding environments will also be significantly changed. With
the sensing capability, the environment can perceive and react to people without requiring them to
equip special-purpose devices. This prospers the notion of smart spaces[33], in which intelligent
and customized services can be provided in situ enabled by the context-awareness achieved through
the sensing technologies. Applications in the domain of smart home, smart building, smart cities,
and even smart nations can then be realized by utilizing the sensing, communication, and data
processing capability with the IoT infrastructure.
Unobtrusive User Indetification. In smart spaces, one fundamental problem is to achieve
unobtrusive user identifications in order to provide customized services to users. For example, in
smart home applications, customized music list can be played once one particular family member
returns home, and different light settings can be triggered based on the identity of different family
members. User identification is also critical in the security management in smart spaces[10]. For
example, whether to authenticate one user to enter the space should also depend on the reliable
and accurate the user identtity detection. The obtrusiveness of identification process should be
minimized to improve the user experience. Therefore, in the design of smart spaces, accurate and
unobtrusive user identification is one fundamental service that needs to be realized to enable the
intelligent authentication, customization, and improve user experiences inside the space.
Much existing work has studied the user identification problem using different approaches
such as video processing [11], acoustic processing [24], biometrics-based recognition such as
face recognition[9], fingerprint recognition[4], and iris recognition[18]. While these work has
successfully demonstrated the feasibility of accurate user identification, they have their relative
limitations in the application domain of smart space. For example, video-based, acoustic-based, and
face recognition approaches are usually subject to high computational cost and privacy concerns.
Fingerprint-based and iris-based recognition often require users to perform particular actions to
get identified or authenticated, hence are obtrusive to use and are unable to provide continuous
identifications. Gait recognition is an emerging technique [38] that exploits the unique walking
pattern of user as the biometric signal for identifications. Using gait for identification has several
advantages. First, the gait can be opportunistically captured for identification without explicitly
asking user to perform certain actions. For example, gait recognition can be performed at the
entrance of the space so that the user gets authenticated automatically when enters the space.
Second, some gait recognition approaches such as the wireless-based gait recognition does not
require to record videos, images, or sounds, hence minimizes the privacy concerns. Third, gait
based processing are often less computationally intensive, therefore reducing the computation
costs. With these benefits, we envision gait-based recognition approach will continue to gain its
popularity in future smart spaces and become one important service for user identification.
Gait-based approaches are first investigated using cameras [19, 29, 30]. However, as discussed
above such approaches are often subject to high privacy concerns and are not always suitable for
use in smart spaces. Recently due to the rise of sensor-equipped devices, researchers have proposed
the motion sensor based approaches to achieve gait recognition for device user identification and
secure communication [36]. However, such approaches require users to hold or wear the devices
during walking, which makes the system infeasible for identifying multiple users. To achieve less
obtrusive gait-based identification, recently researchers started to study the wireless-based gait
recognition. Wireless signals such as WiFi are used to extract features and recognize the user
when he/she is walking by [38]. These approaches have opened up new opportunities for low-cost,
accurate, and unobtrusive user identification in smart spaces. In this paper, our focus therefore is to
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design the service architecture of wireless RFID based gait recognition for efficient user identification in
smart spaces.
Several challenges exist to design an efficient service architecture for gait-based identification in
smart spaces. First, to support pervasive IoT scenario, the resource constraint of IoT devices should
bemet. Sincemost IoT devices have strict resource constraints, the computational cost should be kept
as small as possible to reduce the energy consumption used in gait recognition. Second, in real-world
environment, user identification can be critical since it might closely related to security applications,
e.g., gait-based authentication services. Therefore accuracy is an important concern since otherwise
the security cannot be guaranteed. Third, in smart spaces, the user might change frequently and
the environment dynamics will inevitably affect the performance of user identification, and the
design of the identification services should take all these factors into considerations.
Contributions. In this paper, we therefore propose the gait recognition as a service (GRaaS)
for unobtrusive user identification in smart spaces. To accommodate the resource constraint and
timely response requirement of the IoT applications, we design the edge-cloud architecture for
service distribution. To achieve the cost effectiveness and unobtrusiveness, a RFID-based solution is
proposed for wireless-based gait recognition. A novel tag selection algorithm and attention-based
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model are used for gait recognition to achieve the high accuracy
and robustness in dynamic environments. By integrating all above functionalities, an efficient
wireless-based gait-recognition service architecture is designed for unobtrusive and accurate user
identification in smart spaces. In summary, we made the following contributions:
• We design and implement the edge-cloud service architecture for efficient service manage-
ment to achieve the high responsiveness and low computational overhead for IoT devices.
• We adopt the RFID-based wireless sensing in the sensing layer to achieve the unobtrusiveness
for gait-based user identification. To the best of our knowledge, our system is the first in the
literature that achieves accurate gait recognition using RFID signals.
• We design a novel tag selection algorithm and attention-based LSTM model for accurate
and robust identification in dynamic environments. Extensive evaluations show that current
design achieves high accuracy in real-world environments and low computational cost for
IoT devices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 discusses the related work. Then
Section 3 provides the overall architecture for the gait recognition service management. Section
4 provides our detailed design for the RFID-based gait recognition service. Followed by that, we
evaluate the overall system in Section 5, discuss the limitation and future work in Section 6, and
finally conclude the paper in Section 7.
2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is closely related to several categories of work in the literature. In this section, we
mainly discuss the recent developments in the related Sensing as a service (S2aaS), RF-based gesture
recognition, RF-based activity recognition, and WiFi-based gait recognition.
Sensing as a Service (S2aaS). As the rise of cloud computing, Everything as a Service (XaaS) [3]
a category of models introduced to provide resources as a service based on the cloud platform [22].
Among them, Sensing as a Service model is proposed as a solution based on the Internet of Things
infrastructure. Four conceptual layers are designed in the model: sensor data owners, sensor data
publishers, extended service providers, and sensor data consumers. The S2aaS provides a model
for sensor data exchange for IoT applications. As a special case, the GRaaS model proposed in this
work is a realization of the S2aaS model and speficially focuses on the gait recognition services for
smart spaces.
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RF-based Gesture Recognition. The Radio Frequency (RF) based gesture recognition has
become popular recently due to its non-invasive nature, low cost, and universal usability. Using
the RF signal such as RFID and WiFi, the gestures can be sensed based on the fact that different
motion patterns will introduce different interruptions to the signal received. Most wireless gesture
recognition systems are based on RFID or WiFi. For example, RFID-based gesture recognition
GRFID[40] proposes a gesture recognition system using complex feature extraction techniques to
recognize a few gesture types.Wisee[23] is aWiFi based gesture recognition system and successfully
achieves high accuracy in the gesture recognition at the expense of complex system implementation
and modified hardware.
RF-based Activity Recognition. Following the similar rationale, RF-based activity recognition
[32] extends the gesture recognition capability to recognize general activities such as fall detection
[37], walking activity tracking [35], etc. [37] uses the RSSI signal of RFID to identify different
actions, and proposes a hidden Markov model (HMM) to infer the action changes. However, such
RF-based activity recognition systems are prone to errors in dynamic environments and more
sophisticated algorithms or system design are required to achieve higher accuracy and robustness
in real-world environments.
WiFi-based Gait Recognition. Gait recognition based onWiFi has gradually become a popular
research area recently. WiFi-ID [39] captures channel state information (CSI) of WiFi and extracts
gait characteristics to achieve gait recognition. WiFi-ID captures complex time domain features,
and use machine learning approaches to achieve accurate classification. The system cannot be
extended to a large group and only limits to a small group of less than six people. WiFiU system[31]
leverages commercial WiFi devices to capture fine-grained gait features to identify users. Although
the system achieves the classification accuracy of over 80% for a large space and a group of 50
persons, the system requires large dataset for training, complex spectrum analysis and processing,
resulting a high computational cost.
Our work differs from all above works in that we focus on the design of the Gait recognition as
a service model for Internet of Things applications in smart spaces. We design and implement the
edge-cloud architecture for user identification in smart spaces, and RFID-based gait recognition
techniques to achieve an accurate and robust recognition in real-world environments.
3 SERVICE MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE
Recently, Sensing as a Service (S2aaS) model has been proposed to support the vision of smart
cities (SC) [22]. The S2aaS is a vision that promotes data exchange between data owners and data
consumers and consists of four roles, the Sensor Data Owners, Sensor Data Publishers, Extended
Service Providers, and Sensor Data Consumers. The S2aaS provides a generic architecture for data
generated from IoT devices to be exchanged and to support various extended services such as data
analytics for smart cities. While the S2aaS architecture provides structural approaches for the data
exchange and service management in IoT, it covers a broad range of applications and does not
differentiate data type and focus on specific application scenarios.
As the gait recognition becomes one important functionality for intelligent user identification in
smart spaces, we envision a Gait Recognition as a Service (GRaaS) architecture to support efficient
user identification for applications in IoT. As depicted in Figure 1, the GRaaS model consists of four
conceptual layers: the device layer, the edge layer, the service provider layer, and the application
layer.
• Device Layer. This layer manages the sensors-equipped devices to collect gait-related signals
for user identification. For example, a camera can provide surveillance to a certain area and
collect vision-based data for gait recognition, and the commodity WiFi access point can be
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Fig. 1. The Gait Recognition as a Service Model
the device to collect WiFi CSI signals for gait recognition [39], etc. The devices in this layer
normally should be within the vicinity of the area of interest in the smart space to provide
the real-time sensor input for further processing. To improve the data quality and reduce the
data transmission overhead, data preprocessing techniques might be applied in this layer to
reduce data size and eliminate noises.
• Edge Layer. The network edge lies between the user devices and the cloud server in the path
of sensor data flow. This layer is usually optional but is designed to significantly improve
the overall energy efficiency and timely response for IoT applications. Due to the resource
constraint of IoT devices, computationally heavy tasks should be offloaded to the edge for
better energy efficiency. And since edge is physically close to the user device, the edge layer
provides faster responses than traditional cloud computing paradigm. In GRaaS, the machine
learning algorithms which are usually computationally intensive should be offloaded to the
edge.
• Service Provider Layer. This layer consists of service providers (SP) which provide cloud
platforms for service exchange between the service generating edge and the customers. The
edge runs gait recognition algorithms and generates user identification services, and the
services are registered in the cloud-based service providers, which serve as central platform
for networking, storage, and billing. Each SP can only have access to the services that are
registered with it. The SPs acts as the central platform to coordinate and multiple services
generating edges and the final applications that uses the gait recognition services.
• Application Layer. The application layer consists of customers who are interested in the
gait recognition services. The customers might utilize the gait recognition for various pur-
poses such as identification, authentication, tracking, etc. In order to get access to the service,
applications are required to register with the SPs, and one application might register with
multiple SPs in order to cover a certain area of interest. With the GRaaS architecture, applica-
tion users can get access to the gait recognition services seamlessly to build up identification
systems, authentication systems, etc.
4 RFID-BASED GAIT RECOGNITION SERVICE FOR GRAAS
In this section, we present a case study by designing and implementing a RFID-based gait recognition
service following the GRaaS architecture. RFID is cheap and commonly available for IoT applications.
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Fig. 2. Different RSSI patterns caused by different
gaits
Fig. 3. Different phase profile caused by different
gaits
Deploying RFID is cheap and is cost-effective even large number of tags are deployed. Besides, the
wireless nature of RFID-based gait recognition minimizes the privacy concerns comparing with
vision-based or acoustic-based identification approaches. RFID-based gait recognition also provides
continuous identification and is less obtrusive to use without requiring users to explicitly perform
certain actions. Due to these advantages, RFID-based gait recognition is a promising service for
user identification in smart space applications. In the following subsections, we detail the design of
the RFID-based Gait Recognition Service for GRaaS.
4.1 Technical Background
In this section, we briefly introduce the technical background of Ultra High Frequency (UHF)
RFID systems and their signal propagation information that affects the design of gait recognition
system. We are particularly interested in the RSSI and phase information, which is the fundamental
information that is used for gait recognition.
4.1.1 RFID and Gait Recognition. In UHF RFID systems, the reader first transmits an electromag-
netic wave to the tag through the antenna, and the tag extracts the energy required for the work
from the electromagnetic wave. After the electromagnetic wave encounters the target such as the
tag, a part of the electromagnetic wave is scattered back to the reader, and the reader receives the
demodulated backscattered electromagnetic wave signal to obtain the data information of the tag. It
is a two-way communication process: one link is the reader-to-tag signal, and the other link is the
tag-to-reader signal. Only two links are successfully communicated, and the RF device completes a
valid communication. Thus the actual identification distance of the system is determined by the
shortest link communication path distance. Although the radio frequency signal used in RFID
technology can penetrate the materials such as paper, wood and plastic, it is still affected by many
factors, such as metal, liquid and so on. Among them, human body also has a significant impact on
the radio frequency signals. Most of the radio frequency signals will be absorbed by the human
body when passing through the human body, so the actual radio frequency signals received will
have observable changes. Therefore, different body shapes and different walking patterns will
introduce marked changes in the interruptions to the signal propagation between the reader and
the tag. This becomes the fundamental rationale to classify different gaits and to identify different
people using RFID signals.
4.1.2 Key Gait-related RFID Signal Information. Typically, signal information such Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) and phase are two key information that can be used to differential different
gaits when users are walking by between the tags and the reader. Here we briefly introduce RSSI
and Phase information.
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• RSSI. RSSI is the difference between the true received signal strength and the optimal received
signal strength level, and its implementation is carried out after the baseband receiving filter
of the reverse receiving channel. In the passive RFID system readers, RSSI mainly refers to
the signal strength of the tag reflection signal. Currently, the RSSI value is used to determine
the distance from the reader. The larger the RSSI value, the closer the tag is to the reader.
That is, the RSSI value is inversely proportional to the distance between the tag and the
reader and is normally modeled with the log-distance path loss (LDPL) model [7]:
RSSI = p0 − 10γ loд∆d + ε (1)
where p0 is the RSSI at a distance of one meter, γ is the rate of fall, ∆d is the distance between
the reader and the tag, and ε is a random variable to capture the variations of the RSSI
measurements. Due to the multi-path effect, RSSI is quite complicated in practical scenarios,
especially for passive tags. Human body has significant influence on RF signals, most of the
radio frequency signals will be absorbed by human body after passing through human body,
as well as noise interference in the environment, resulting the actual received RSSI to produce
marked changes. Figure 2 shows the RSSI sequences captured when asking two users to walk
for 10 times independently. As shown in Figure 2, since each person’s gait is unique, the RSSI
changes are different when different users are walking by, making this information a suitable
input for gait recognition.
• Phase: Phase is the basic property of RF signal in the physical layer. The phase value of an
RF signal describes the degree of deviation between the receiving signal and the sending
signal, ranging from 0 to 2π . Let ∆d describes the distances between the reader and the RFID
tag, then the phase measurement θ can be computed as [25]:
Θ = (2π 2∆d
λ
+ µ) mod 2π (2)
where λ is the wavelength and µ is system noise. Within the signal coverage range, as the
human body absorbs most of the RF signal, the actual received RF phase value will change
significantly. Due to the uniqueness of the human gait, the signal changes in the phase profile
is also unique, therefore using the phase values captured by the RFID reader can also be
for gait recognition. Figure 3 shows the phase profile captured when two users walk for 10
times each. As shown in Figure 3, a marked difference can be observed, which illustrates the
feasibility of phase-based gait recognition.
4.2 Design Overview
Following the GRaaS architecture, we design the RFID-based gait recognition service for user
identification in smart spaces deployed using commercial off-the-shelf RFID devices. The design
overview of the proposed system is shown in Figure 4. The whole system consists of four layers. The
device layer consists of two parts, transmitting and receiving RFID radio frequency signal antenna
as reader and passive RFID tags as transponders. A tag selection algorithm is first performed to
identify the optimal combination of tags that should be used in the processing to improve the
accuracy of the recognition. The RFID reader extracts RSSI signals and phase profiles as input for
further processing. Due to the limited computational capability of the RFID reader, the extracted
data is uploaded to a local edge device for processing. The edge device receives the RSSI and phase
profile and performs gait recognition algorithms for user identification. An attention-based LSTM
model is then used for training and classification of the input data to achieve an accurate recognition
at the edge layer. The service is registered with the service provider layer, which provides a cloud
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Fig. 4. Overview of RFID-based gait recognition ser-
vice for user identification in smart spaces
Fig. 5. System deployment and operational scenario
platform for customers to access the server from anywhere. And applications such as authentication
in smart spaces then can be built in the application layer.
The working scenario is described as follows: The devices are deployed within the area of interest,
typically an ordinary corridor, with one side covered with RFID tags, and the other side the RFID
antenna and reader to capture the RFID signals when users are walking by. An RFID antenna
continuously emits radio-frequency signals, and the tag receives the radio-frequency signals from
the antenna. The antenna receives and reads the decoded information and sends it to the edge device
for data processing. An edge device can be a local server or simply a router with programming
capability. When a person walks along the corridor, his/her gait affects the signal propagation in
a unique way, resulting in the changes in the RSSI and phase values. As a result, when someone
passes through the corridors, the multi-path of each tag’s signal propagation changes accordingly,
which can be captured by the RSSI and phase information and used for gait-based user identification.
After receiving the RSSI and phase profiles, the edge first pre-processes the raw sensing data to
filter and normalize the raw data. Next, the edge applies the attention-based LSTM model to train
and classify the preprocessed data to effectively learn the characteristics of gait and to achieve
accurate gait classification. To improve accuracy, tag selection process is repeatly performed to
select the optimal subset of tags for sensing and classification.
4.3 Device Layer: Tag Deployment and Selection
In the device layer, tags are deployed to continuously collect the RSSI and phase signals for sensing
different gait patterns. In this section, we first introduce tag deployment schemes and then tag
selection algorithms for improving the efficiency of gait recognition.
4.3.1 Tag Deployment. In the device layer, to achieve gait recognition the first important challenge
is to design the tag deployment schemes for efficient gait recognition. Due to the complicated nature
of radio signals in the indoor environment, different configuration of RFID tags determines the
unique combination of RSSI and phase profiles, so as to directly affect the recognition performance.
For example, if two tags are closely placed within a certain distance, signal collision problems will
occur [28] and affects the final data collection for gait sensing. The number of tags used in our
system has also an impact on the final performance of gait recognition. As a result, multiple tags
are deployed in the system combined with an efficient tag selection algorithm to determine the
optimal subset of tags to used for gait recognition.
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The sampling rate of a typical UHF RFID reader ranges from 25 Hz to 30 Hz. As a single tag
contributes only single channel input, the data size is insufficient for gait recognition purpose.
On the other hand, the reading of a single tag can be easily affected by the environmental noises,
making recognition results less reliable if only one tag is used. As a result, it is undesirable to use a
single tag for gait recognition, therefore instead in our system a multi-tag solution is adopted.
The other important concern is the configuration of multiple tags. One possible configuration is
to use a single-line topology and put all tags in a single line. However, although a single-line tag
configuration can capture signal changes properly, it might not be able to detect fine-grained body
motions and is less sensitive to gait movements. The reason is that the human gait movements
generally consist of whole-body movements, which involve leg, torso, arm, head, etc. Therefore
using a single-line configuration cannot effectively capture all gait movements.
To achieve higher precision and finer-grained recognition accuracy, a tag matrix is a better
configuration to capture signals affected by the different body movements of the gait. For example,
the lower half of the tag matrix mostly corresponds to the action of the torso and leg; and the
upper half of the tag array mostly corresponds to the movement of the upper body of the person,
such as shaking the head and waving the arm. In this way, we can use the RSSI and phase profiles
collected to achieve a more robust gait recognition. The final tag deployed is illustrated in Figure 5.
As shown in the figure, 5 × 5 RFID tag matrix is deployed for gait recognition. To achieve better
performance, a novel tag selection algorithm is proposed to compute the optimal combination of
tags in the matrix.
4.3.2 Tag Selection. Tag selection is used to identify the optimal subset of tags to use in order
to reduce computation, improve accuracy, and increase cost effectiveness. Similar studies have
shown that optimal tag configuration can reduce the error caused by the fluctuation of RFID signals
[12]. The key idea of tag selection is to analyze the similarities between the signals collected from
different tags, identify tags with high correlations and those that can represent the whole tags, and
use this subset as the selected tags for gait recognition. The motivating example is illustrated in
Figure 6. As shown in Figure 6 (a), when a user walks pass the corridor deployed with reader and
tags, the collected RSSI values of taд12 and taд13 are highly similar, indicating that the correlation
between RSSI signals of both tags is high. Since they are placed on the same row in the tag matrix,
the result indicates that one of them is redundant and can be represented by the other. Figure 6
(b) shows another example comparing the RSSI signals of taд8 and taд21. We can see that little
correlation exists in their RSSI signals and these tags captures different properties of gait movements.
In this case both tags cannot represent each other. Figure 6 (c) shows the 3D projection of RSSI
values of taд6, taд14, taд20, taд24 and taд12. RSSI of these tags are clearly distinguishable, however
the 3D projection of RSSI values of taд0, taд5, taд10, taд20 and taд20 indicates that they are are
highly correlated as shown in Figure 6 (d), and redundant information can be removed for better
recognition performance. To eliminate redundancy and find the optimal subset of tags, we used
three algorithms for tag selection: Relief F, F-Statistics and Deep Reinforcement Learning on Tag
Selection. Before introducing the detailed tag selection algorithms, for the sake of convenience we
summarise the notations in Table 1, which will be used in our later algorithm descriptions.
RSSI and phase values received are expressed as follows: Let R ∈ Rd and P ∈ Rd (d is the number
of tags) be the domain of observable RSSI r and phase p. And L ∈ {1, ...,K} ⊂ R be the domain of
output subject label l . Suppose we have n RSSI, phase and subject label pairs {(ri , li )|ri ∈ R, li ∈
L, i = 1, ...,n}, {(pi , li )|pi ∈ R, li ∈ L, i = 1, ...,n} and {(ri ,pi , li )|ri ∈ R,pi ∈ R, li ∈ L, i = 1, ...,n}.
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Table 1. Summary of notations
Notations Meaning
D Dataset
m the number of sampling
k the number of nearest neighbor samples
N the number of tags
R randomly select a sample R from dataset D
Hj (j = 1, ..,k) the k nearest neighbors Hj from the same (the same tag) sample of R
Mj (C)(C < class(R)) the k nearest neighbors Mj (C) from each different class(the different
tag) sample set
n the number of people
nj nj is the number of samples in jth subject
f¯ ji f¯
j
i is the mean value of taдi in the jth subject.
f¯i f¯i denotes the mean value of taдi in the dataset.
f jk ,i f
j
k ,i denotes the mean value of kth samples of taдi in jth subject
S States
A Actions
γi the upper boundary
ηi the lower boundary
M
′
i the tag adjustments
Pn the accuracy of pre-defined model
r Rewards
r
′ the difference in the accuracy between the (n − 1)th and nth iteration
σ a strong stimulation
vt a normalized discounted reward
β the learning rate of TSNet


















Fig. 6. The correlation between tags
The training dataset can be described as:
R = [r1, ..., rn] ∈ Rd×n
P = [p1, ...,pn] ∈ Rd×n
L = [l1, ..., ln] ∈ Rn
(3)
With these notations, we are now ready to discuss the detailed tag selection algorithms.
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• Relief F. Relief F is a feature weighting algorithm, which assigns different weights according
to the correlation of each feature and category. Features whose weight are less than a certain
threshold will be removed. The correlation between features and categories in the algorithm
is based on the ability of features to distinguish close-range samples. It calculates the weight
of each tag and finally obtains the average weight of each feature. The greater the weight of
the feature, the stronger the classification ability of the feature, otherwise the weaker the
ability to classify using the feature. The details of Relief F are outlined in Algorithm 1. The
weight of each taдi is updated by the following evaluation function:
W (i) =W (i) −
k∑
j=1
di f f (i,R,Hj )/(mk) +
∑
C<class(R)
[ p(C)1 − p(class(R))
k∑
j=1
di f f (i,R,Mj (C))/(mk)]
(4)
where dataset D can be RSSI, phase or a combination of RSSI and phase.Mj (C)(C < (class(R))
represents the jth nearest neighbor sample and di f f (i,R1,R2) represents the difference
between R1 and R2 on taдi , as follows:
di f f (i,R1,R2) =

|R1[i]−R2[i] |
max (i)−min(i) , if n is continuous{
0, if n is discrete and R1[i] = R2[i]
1, if n is discrete and R1[i] , R1[i]
(5)
Algorithm 1: Relief F
Input: Dataset D, the number of samplingm, the number of nearest neighbor samples k , the
number of tags N
Output: The Weight of each tag T
1 Set all tag weights to 0, and set T to an empty set;
2 for i = 1, 2, ...,m do
3 We randomly select a sample R from dataset D;
4 Find the k nearest neighbors Hj (j = 1, ..,k) from the same (the same tag) sample of R,
and find k nearest neighborsMj (C)(C < class(R)) from each different class (the
different tag) sample set;
5 end
6 for i = 1, 2, ...,N do
7 Execute equation (4);
8 end
• F-Statistics. An F-statistics is a value when running an ANOVA (analysis of variance) test
or a regression analysis to determine if the means between two populations are significantly
different. An F-score is computed to decide whether a group of variables are jointly significant.
The F-score is calculated using the following formula:
Fi =
∑n









where θ can be RSSI, phase or a combination of RSSI and phase, n is the number of people.
nj is the number of samples in jth subject. θ¯ ji is the mean value of taдi in the jth subject. θ¯i
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denotes the mean value of taдi in the dataset. And θ jk ,i denotes the mean value of kth samples
of taдi in jth subject. The numerator represents the difference between positive and negative
sets, and the denominator represents the distinction between each of the two groups. The
greater the F-score, the more likely the tag is to have stronger discriminative power in gait
recognition.
• Deep Reinforcement Learning on Tag Selection. As different tag signals reflect motion
of user’s different body parts (e.g., torso, lower limb), not all the tags we used are of equal
importance. We can treat each tag as a feature of time series data and select the feature by tag
selection. Since tag selection is a process of selecting the optimal subset of tags, we can learn
from the idea of Reinforcement Learning to optimize the time series data, which is a Markov
decision process (MDP). On this basis, we use Reinforcement Learning to progressively select
the optimal subset of tags in each iteration. Figure 7 provides the architecture of TSNet. The
Agent interacts with the environment and uses the rewards generated by the environment to
generate actions and update its state. We use the Policy Gradient algorithm to perform tag
selection, and adjust the direction of gradient descent by maximizing a set of continuous
action discounted reward, finally resulting in a given numberm of the optimal tag subset.
The states, actions and rewards of this Reinforcement Learning are described as follows.
States: The state S of the Reinforcement Learning, as an input of agent, consists of two
separate parts {S1, S2}. S1 = [M, F ], which is the concatenation of two tensors M and F .
F is global information of a sample, which is information composed of 25 tags, and M is
information indicatingm tags selected from F .M is introduced to implicitly provide TSNet
with knowledge of which tags of tag selection. S2, the binary mask of the selected tag indices,
intended to explicitly make the TSNet aware of the selection.
Actions: The action is the output of the TSNetTS(S ;θ ), which is the adjustment direction of
each selected tag. In our case, we define 3 types of actions as ‘moving to left’(action 0), ‘stop-
ping’(action 1) and ‘moving to right’(action 2), and setting the moving step to 1. As shown in
Figure 7, the TSNet generates a vector A ∈ Rmx3 at each iteration, and Ai , j ∈ [0, 1] represents




i = Mi + ∆i (7)
Where ∆i is defined as:
∆i =

−min{1, (Mi − ηi )} if action 0
0 if action 1
+min{1, (γi −Mi − 1)} if action 2
(8)
In order to ensure that the action is executed correctly, for example the index of the last se-
lected tag should not be larger than f . Therefore, We set the upper boundary γi (i = 1, 2, ...,m)
and the lower boundary ηi (i = 1, 2, ...,m) of the tag adjustments, which are the middle be-
tween the current tag and the next one and the middle between the current tag and the
previous one in the selected tag set, respectively:
γ =
{





⌈(Mi +Mi−1)/2⌉ 2 ≤ i ≤ m
0 i = 1
(10)
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Fig. 7. The architecture of TSNet for deep reinforce-



































Fig. 8. The architecture of the AT-LSTM model.
where ‘⌈⌉’ represents the ceil function,m is the number of selected tags and f is the number
of tags. Here γ and η are two arrays with sizem. The adjustment of a taдi is executed within
the boundary [γ ,ηi ), or otherwise invalid.
Rewards: The rewards indicate how good the agent is after performing an action in state S ,
which is a function r (st ,at ). In our work, we use pre-trained AT-LSTM model to generate
rewards to guide Tag Selection. In our reinforcement learning, the output of our pre-trained
model is not true or false, but only accuracy. So for the first iteration, the reward r is set to 1
if the test accuracy is above a pre-defined accuracy threshold Λ, −1 otherwise. In order to
better represent the change of reward r , we use r ′ to indicate the difference in the accuracy
(Pn and Pn−1) between the (n − 1)th and nth iteration. We define the r ′ as follows:
r
′
= Pn − Pn−1 (11)
In Reinforcement Learning, a strong stimulation of r = +ξ is enforced when the r ′ is larger
than a pre-defined threshold Ω, and a strong punishment of r = −ξ if r ′ is less than −Ω.




+ξ if r ′ >= Ω
−ξ if r ′ <= −Ω
{−1, 1} otherwise
(12)
Policy Gradient methods for Reinforcement Learning. Figure 7 shows the entire
architecture of the TSNetTS(S ;θ ), which uses the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) as a
fitting function for Reinforcement Learning. The two separate parts of S are sent into the
TSNet separately, as S1 is fed into 3 convolutional network followed by one fully connected
layer and S2 is fed into a fully connected layer. Then, the outputs of the two fully connected
layers are concatenated and fed into the third fully connected layer. Finally, it predicts the
optimal action set by the softmax function.
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Our goal is to maximize the objective function J (θ ) = E(r1 + γr2 + γ 2r3 + ...|π (S, θ )) (the
discounted reward), we compute the cross-entropy loss as follows:




loдπ (at |st , θ )vt (13)
where π (at |st , θ ) is the action probability of the sotfmax function output, and vt is a nor-
malized discounted reward, which is mainly used to speed up the gradient descent. Our
loss is multiplied by vt in the original cross-entropy form, using vt to indicate whether the
cross-entropy calculated gradient is a trustworthy gradient.Ifvt is small or negative, it means
that the gradient descent is going in the wrong direction. We should update the parameters
in the other direction. If thevt is positive or large,vt will praise the gradient of cross-entropy
and go down in that direction. The loss provides a direction for the Reinforcement Learning
to update parameter θ which is updated as follows:
θ = θ + β∇L(θ ) (14)
where β is the learning rate of the Deep Reinforcement Learning.
Algorithm 2: DRL on Tag Selection
Input: Training dataT , the number of iterations it , the number of steps in one episode ep ,
AT-LSTM modelAT
Output:Weight θ of TSNetTS(S ;θ )
1 initialise θ ;
2 for epoch = 1, 2, ..., it do
3 randomly choosem tags fromT ;
4 initialise S = {S1, S2};
5 for t = 1, 2, ...,ep do
6 use St to generate At = TS(St ;θ );
7 choose the action w.r.t. At ;
8 update the selected tags toMt+1 by equation (7);
9 update the state to St+1;
10 compute the reward rt usingAT , by equation (12);
11 end
12 compute the normalized discounted reward vt ;
13 compute the loss L(θ ) by equation (13);
14 update θ by equation (14);
15 end
16 return θ ;
Combining the AT-LSTM and TSNet. For the Deep Reinforcement Learning on Tag
Selection, we first selectm in f tags,m is pre-set. The selectedm tags are used to train TSNet,
and the pre-trained AT-LSTM model provides TSNet with real-time accuracy as TSNet’s
reward. For differentm, the global data is re-cleaned according to them tags selected by the
TSNet. These new data are used to train and test the AT-LSTM to obtain the best model and
the optimal tag subset. These two models promote each other mutually, and after iterations,
the entire Reinforcement Learning precess will converge and tend to be stable. The pipeline
of our Deep Reinforcement Learning on Tag Selection is summarized in Algorithm 2.
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After running the Relief F algorithm, computing the F-score for each tag and running the TSNet,
the correlation of each tag is obtained, and the importance of each tag is sorted according to the
F-score. More importantly, we can automatically obtain the optimal tag subset based TSNet. Finally,
all three methods can select the top − N tag based on the specific application scenarios.
4.4 Edge Layer: Attention-based LSTM for Accurate Gait Recognition
The edge receives the RSSI and the phase data collected from the selected tags, and performs
machine learning algorithms to efficiently recognize human gaits. In this section, we introduce the
accurate gait recognition algorithm used in the system.
4.4.1 LSTM with Attention Mechanism. LSTM[13] is a popular recurrent neural network model that
has been recently largely used and provide excellent performance in the sequence data matching
and classification LSTM. Since the gait recognition in this system uses the sequential RSSI and
phase signal as input, it can be naturally modeled as a time sequence classification problem. As a
result, we adopt the LSTMmodel in this work for gait training and classification to achieve accurate
gait recognition in smart spaces. To achieve high recognition accuracy, the attention mechanism
is further introduced to enhance the basic LSTM network [16]. Figure 8 illustrates the network
structure of our attention-based LSTM model.
Let {(r 11 ,p11, r 21 ,p21, · · · , rk1 ,pk1 ), (r 12 ,p12, r 22 ,p22, · · · , rk2 ,pk2 ), · · · , (r 1n,p1n, r 2n,p2n, · · · , rkn ,pkn )} be
the RSSI strength and phase sequences of the k selected tags with the max length of n, those
sequences whose length is shorter than n will be zero-padded. {h1,h2, · · · ,hn} represents the
hidden layer. va is the aspect embedding, and {α1,α2, · · · ,αn} indicates the attention layer. The







α = softmax(wTκ) (16)
φ = HαT (17)
where H ∈ Rd×n, en ∈ R1×n,va ∈ Rda,Wva ∈ Rda×da ,WH ∈ Rd×d ,κ ∈ R(d+da )×n,w ∈ Rd+da ,α ∈
R1×n,φ ∈ Rd are the attention-based LSTM parameters and d is the number of neurons of the
LSTM. da is the aspect embedding dimension parameter, and en is a row vector with n 1s. The
vaen = [va ;va ; ...;va] therefore concatenates va for n times. And the gait representation of each
user is then given by:
hproj = tanh(Wφφ +Whnhn) (18)
whereWφ ∈ Rd×d ,Whn ∈ Rd×d ,hproj ∈ Rd×d . hproj is considered as a feature representation of the
RSSI strength and phase sequences. The classification of the gait is given by:
yˆ = so f tmax(Whprojhproj + bhproj ) (19)
whereWhproj ∈ Rc×d ,bhproj ∈ Rc are the parameters of the softmax layer, c is the number of class








i + λ ∥θ ∥2 (20)
where i is the index of the i-th RSSI strength and phase sequences of the k selected tags, j is the
index of the j-th class. y represents the one-hot ground truth and yˆ is the probability prediction.
The θ represents the parameter setting of the model and λ is the L2-Regularization term [34]. The
attention-based LSTM model is then trained by minimizing the above loss function.
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Fig. 9. t-SNE projection
To visually inspect the training performance, we perform t-SNE projection [17] to project all
gait features into the 3D space. Figure 9 shows the t-SNE projection [17] of the learned features
for 18 users. As shown in the figure, the projected features can be visually identified as different
disjoint clusters in the 3D space, indicating that the attention-based LSTM model can be used to
effectively recognition gaits based on the captured RSSI and phase information.
4.5 Service Provider Layer and Application Layer
With the device layer and the edge layer, the gait recognition functionality is achieved. To provide
gait recognition services for user identification in smart spaces, the service needs to be distributed
to the customers. Therefore, following the GRaaS architecture, the gait recognition services is
registered by the edge to the service provider layer, which then serves as a central cloud platform
for service management. The customers in the application layer retrieves the service from the
cloud, and then is able to achieve user identification using gait to support applications such as
authentication in the smart buildings, and user tracking in smart cities, etc.
5 EVALUATIONS
In this section, we provide detailed evaluations on the RFID-based gait recognition system. We
first briefly describe the experimental settings, and then summarize the detailed results, including
the evaluations on the data source, tag selection, the final gait recognition performance, with a
comparison between our attention-based LSTM model and traditional classification algorithms
such as Sparse Representation Classification (SRC) [26], and the energy efficiency by adopting the
GRaaS model.
5.1 Experiment Settings
5.1.1 Implementation. We implement the prototype of the RFID-based gait recognition system
using commercially off-the-shelf devices. The system prototype includes a commercial RFID reader
Impinj R420 and off-the-shelf UHF passive tag Alien az-9662[14], where the directional antenna
of Impinj reader is Laird A9028PCL, with frequency range 902-928mHz, and the gain 9dBi. As
illustrated in Figure 5, the whole system is deployed in a corridor. Each tag is separated by 10
centimeters to form a 5 × 5 tag matrix.The antenna is connected to the reader, and the reader is
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connected to the router through the network cable. We use a laptop as the edge device to collect
the data from the RFID reader and perform gait recognition.
5.1.2 Dataset. To evaluate the system performance, we recruit 18 participants to walk freely along
the corridor for 15 minutes, and we have 900 instances totally. We use half of the data as the training
data and the rest as the testing dataset.
5.2 Evaluation Results
5.2.1 Impact of data source. To understand the impact of different data sources, i.e., RSSI, phase,
and the combination of these two on the recognition accuracy, we measure the gait recognition
accuracies by varying data sources and different classification algorithms. As shown in Figure
10, for both SRC and attention-based LSTM, the data sources has observable impacts on the final
recognition accuracy. For SRC, using RSSI, phase, and the combination of two achieves 75.1%, 64%,
and 74.8% accuracy. Using attention-based LSTM, on the other hand, the accuracy rises to 90.2%,
92.8%, and 96.3% respectively. This dues to the fact that more information the data contains, the
richer its features, and LSTM is able to learn characteristics of gait more effectively, thus combining
both RSSI and phase improves the classification accuracy. Therefore, both RSSI and phase are used
for gait recognition in the attention-based LSTM model.
5.2.2 Impact of tag selection. Selecting the subset of tags as input not only reduces the computa-
tional cost, but also provides a more robust gait recognition performance. Figure 11 and Figure 12
show the gait recognition accuracy without tag selection and by using the subset of tags selected by
the Relief F and F-Statistics algorithms respectively. As shown in Figure 11, if the tags are randomly
selected from 25 tag matrix, the accuracy increases when more tags are used but increases slower
than using the tag selection algorithms shown in Figure 12. As shown in Figure 12, for both SRC and
attention-based LSTM, the recognition accuracy increases as the number of selected tags increases
and is faster than no tag selections. This is due to the fact that more tags are used the trained
models using the RSSI and phase better reflect the gait movements of the whole body, and results in
higher recognition accuracy, and with tag selection, smaller number of tags are required to achieve
the same recognition performance. As shown in Figure 12, for SRC using Relief F algorithm, the
accuracy of using 15 tags is comparable to that of using 25 tags. This significantly reduces the
training and recognition costs and speeds up the recognition process, which is especially useful for
IoT applications. For attention-based LSTM, similar observations can be made, by using the Relief F
algorithms only 14 tags and F-statistics only 9 tags are used to achieve an accuracy of 96%, which is
comparable to the accuracy of using all 25 tags. Likewise, the Deep Reinforcement Learning method
shows similar pattern. The results show that the three tag selection algorithms can be used to
effectively select a subset of tags to achieve high recognition accuracy while significantly reducing
the computational cost. More importantly, the Deep Reinforcement Learning on tag selection is
more stable than other two methods, which means it is more robust.
5.2.3 Impact of number of users. To understand the system scalability, we further study the RFID-
based gait recognition performance as the number of users changes in the system. As shown in
Figure 13, we analyzes the recognition accuracy by varying the number of users from 2 to 18. As
can be seen from the figure that for SRC, as the number of samples increases, the classification
accuracy of SRC gradually decreases, which shows that SRC does not scale well and its robustness
is limited as the number of people increases. For attention-based LSTM, the classification accuracy
does not directly affected by user number, but maintains a relatively stable classification accuracy
at around 96.3%, indicating that its performance is robust in multi-user environments and can be
scaled for multiple people classification using RFID-based gait recognition.
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Fig. 10. Impact of data sources Fig. 11. Gait recognition perfor-
mance without tag selection
Fig. 12. Impact of tag selection on
recognition accuracy
Fig. 13. Impact of user number on
the recognition accuracy
Fig. 14. Effectiveness of attention
mechanism
Fig. 15. Confusion matrix of RFID-
based gait recognition
5.2.4 Impact of attention model. The attention mechanism used in this work aims at improving
the accuracy and robustness in the gait recognition. To understand its effectiveness, we compared
the performance of traditional LSTM network and the attention-based LSTM used in this work.
As shown in Figure 14, it can be seen that the gait recognition accuracy of traditional LSTM
model gradually reduced as the number of users increases, showing its degraded performance
and scalability when user number becomes large. On the other hand, the classification accuracy
of attention-based LSTM remains high and almost unaffected by the increasing number of users,
indicating that it is more robust, has more stable performance, and better scalability. Figure 15
shows the confusion matrix for all 18 users, and as can be seen from the figure that all users can be
efficiently recognized using the RSSI and phase information of RFID, on average the gait recognition
accuracy is 96.3%.
5.2.5 Energy Analysis. The GRaaS architecture proposed in this work adopts the emerging edge
computing paradigm and allows computation in the IoT devices to be offloaded to the edge for better
energy efficiency. In this work, the device layer is mainly responsible for deciding the subset of
tags and collecting RSSI and phase information from the tags. The key gait recognition algorithms
which constitute the major computation cost are offloaded to edge device which has much stronger
hardware capability for more efficient computation. As shown in Table 2, we measure the power
consumption for both local computation and data offloading. As shown in the table, computing
the attention-based LSTM for gait recognition consumes 472.5 mJ energy, while offloading to the
edge server only consumes 48 mJ. Since the edge device usually is not power-constraint and has
stronger computational power, adopting the GRaaS model for gait recognition service generation
significantly reduces the energy consumption for the IoT devices in the device layer, which makes
the GRaaS model especially suitable for IoT applications.
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Table 2. Computation and communication overhead of RFID-based gait recognition in GRaaS
Task Time (ms) Energy (mJ)
Attention-based LSTM 315 472.5
Data Transmission 8 48
6 DISCUSSIONS
6.1 Applications
The proposed GRaaS framework and the RFID-based gait recognition services has great potential in
smart space applications and can act as a service in smart homes, smart buildings, smart cities, etc.
Following are two possible use scenario examples: (1) Smart Homes. In smart home applications, the
user identification is essential to provide customized services based on different family member’s
living hobbies. (2) Smart Offices. In smart office, authentication is one critical service that needs to be
realized. With the RFID-based gait recognition, user’s can be accurately identified and authenticated
without needing to use a key or identity card. We envision there is great potential for the GRaaS
framework and the RFID-based gait recognition services in future smart space applications.
6.2 Limitations and Future Work
Although the proposed RFID-based gait recognition service can achieve high-precision recognition
for large groups, the granularity of the current recognized gait is still relatively coarse. Secondly, in
dynamic environments, the environmental noises will affect the recognition accuracy. Although
our learning algorithms can adapt to different environments given enough training data is provided,
acquiring such high-quality training data for different environments still is a challenges and we
leave it as a future work to explore. In addition, when multiple user are walking together, the
wireless signals will be affected by all users, and more sophisticated signal separation techniques
are required for more robust recognition. Given these limitations, since RFID devices are easier to
deploy and cover a wider range, the non-intrusiveness of this approach still make it an attractive
alternative approach to traditional identification methods using cameras, acoustic signals, etc. By
incorporating with other wireless signals such as WiFi, it might achieve more robust recognition
performance in dynamic environments. In the future work, more robust gait recognition services
with multi-modal wireless signal input in dynamic environments can be explored for multi-person
simultaneous recognition. To adapt to new environments faster and achieve better scalability,
techniques such as transfer learning [21] might be possible to used in the system for faster system
re-deployment with lesser re-training overhead.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a Gait Recognition as a Service (GRaaS) model, an instantiation of the
popular sensing as a service model for design and implementation of gait recognition services
in smart spaces. As a case study, we propose a RFID-based gait recognition service following the
GRaaS model. Tags selection algorithms are used and attention-based LSTM model is designed for
accurate RFID-based gait recognition, which achieves 96.3% accuracy. Due to its cost-effectiveness,
high accuracy, and non-obtrusiveness, the proposed framework and RFID-based gait recognition
services have great potential in future smart spaces applications.
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